Abstract-A visual driver support system was developed to reduce accidents involving motorcyclist. The system used Matlab software as a platform to detect motorcycle image. The detection system was designed to detect still images and moving objects images for different resolutions. A motorcycle was defined as the target object in this case. The results showed that the visual driver support system is able to detect image of motorcycle in still and in moving condition. The percentage of correct detection of motorcycle image is 83.3% and 50% for low and high image resolutions respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
MATLAB can provide high accuracy in image recognition especially in road safety application. Since computer was revolutionized in era 1980's the challenge to implement fast and accurate image recognition system for driving assistance become reality. The system which was developed using radar, laser scanner and infrared technology faced problems such as resolution, fixed position and ability to detect object in a short distance. Radar and laser scanner also can be used to detect vehicle movement. However these devices have limitations even though a system can recognize object from far away. As an example, the system may not be able to classify a type of object recognized [1] . Nevertheless, the surface measurement capability for this system is so wide and not suitable for single point detection.
Motorcycle image is selected in this study because many cases of fatal accidents involving motorcycles are caused by the failure of driver to detect the presence and position them in a safe distance [2] . Researchers [3] in their study found that the vehicle headlights during the daylight can determine the safe distance for motorcycles and other vehicle. The safe distance for vehicle moving at a same speed of 150 km/hr with headlights is 5 meters to 18 meters for motorcycles and cars [3] [4] . However, motorcycle detection is a very challenging task due to its size, color and shape. The surrounding environment scenario such as illumination changes, random interaction between traffic participant and crowded urban traffic system also contribute complexity during detection.
The motorcycle detection location can be classified into three categories according to the relative position to the car driver. The three categories are close by regions, overtaking regions and mid-range / distant region. In the close by regions methods edge/shadow cannot be used because the space to capture image is limited. In the overtaking region, a driver only can detect motorcycle on sides view position in short time. Detecting motorcycle in the mid-range / distant region is easy since the full view of a motorcycle is available and its appearance is more stable. 
II. DESIGN SCHEME FOR EDGE DETECTION SYSTEM

III. EDGE PROCESSING ALGORITHM
Edge processing involved pattern matching process to recognize and locate specific objects targeted in an image. In this project 2D correlation technique is chosen because it provides direct measure of the similarity between two images. The technique is robust and did not affect the changes in lighting and pixel intensities. Thus, location of motorcycle can be detected based on maximum correlation value of template targeted object supplied. Based on this, the rectangle covered the targeted object can be drawn via the best matching or pattern matching with object detected template.
The system integration can be developed with MATLAB Simulink blockset as shown in Fig. 1 . The initial step processed all the block selected from the Simulink library browser. This browser contained each part of blocks electronic component used in this project. To construct a pattern matching model for motorcycle detection several blocks were selected such as depicted in Table I .
Generally, the images location can be expressed using pixel coordinates. The pixel coordinates system for an image was treated as a grid of discrete elements. This is expressed as in Fig. 2 . The pixel coordinates systems are expressed as row (r) and column (c). The value of row increased downward while the value of column increased to the right. Those coordinate are integer value numbers. The range of the column and row is increased one unit each when moved to the right or downward. These characteristics make correspondence between pixel coordinates and MATLAB coordinates which can be used for matrix subscripting. Thus, image displays which using MATLAB image processing toolbox is easy to understand due to the relationship with an image data matrix. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the location of motorcycle image tracking and pixel coordinates' value appear at the bounding box boundary. Pixel coordinates value referred to pixel info data displayed. This figure showed the initial phase containing input image which is transferred to camera design. The next phase is preprocessing the image with system edge generator such as Sobel Edge Generator. The last part, a bounding box was used for motorcycle image detection. Researchers [5] used bounding box to detect vehicle leading based on width, localization of the edge that corresponds to the lower part and upper part of the vehicle. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 represent samples of motorcycle image and bounding box location. Those figures show an image of motorcycle surrounded by black color border which was referred to as bounding box. 
METHODS
The study was conducted in daylight situation for motorcycle image tracking. The image was tracked at time t=1 seconds when motorcycle start moving until t=10 seconds. To validate the system performance, a number of experiments were carried out. The analysis was made by comparing accuracy of correctness bounding box detecting the motorcycle image at the center of the boundary. Bounding box boundary was divided into top, bottom, left and right as shown in Fig. 5 . The system was tested in a controlled operation. During the detection process, if an image is not located in the center of bounding box it means an error occurred. Figure 1 show a complete block diagram which was used to detect motorcycle image. The input source of image was embedded in multimedia files. The size of bounding box can be adjusted via changing the parameter inside the constant block. The shape of the bounding box is rectangle which covered the targeted of image. This image output will appear on monitor display after simulations succeed. During the simulation process, if an error occurred, the image output will not display on the host screen until correction is made.
Notably, software is another approach in recognizing an image such as motorcycle. Typically, the development effort start with identifying targeted input and make a test sequences during simulation process. Certain parameters should be considered such as Indexed images, Intensity images, Binary images and RGB images.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The development system performance analysis is made based on tracking and different resolutions. From the data results, the development system works well at low resolutions of 640 x 480 pixels because it has 83.3% higher precision rate. Meanwhile, as compared to higher resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels, the precision rate is 50%. It means that the system still can detect image of motorcycle but an error occurred during detection process. The location of image that is correctly detected and error detected in bounding box boundary is shown in Fig. 6 . 
B. Performance Evaluations
The performance evaluation for this system is compared with other research from literature. This proposed system can process one image at a time during daylight. The motorcycle image tracking is limited to front view area location. This system can detect motorcycle image in the range of 5 meter. Similar approach is reported in [6] . Laser scanner was mounted in a car to detect object in the front position. In addition, a fixed system also has been developed to detect motorcycle in highway for traffic surveillance [7] . The disadvantage of this intelligent system is fixed mounting nearby highway and not for collision avoidance purpose. The research which used personal computer as stated in literature still have a long journey to achieve the aim of processing motorcycle in fast duration. One of the methods to solve this problem as suggested by [8] by using parallel computing for tracking and process the image output but it is costly. The result of output image quality based on edges at different resolutions and threshold setting used is shown in Table II , III and IV. Regarding to this matter, it is found that at low resolution the output of image is low in quality after the threshold value is increased. Meanwhile at high resolutions output of image is clear and high quality after threshold value increased or fixed. A visual driver support system integrated with MATLAB Simulink was successfully developed and used to track image every ten seconds for each resolution selected. The system can detect right, left, top and bottom bounding box boundary correctly with pixel of 640 x 480 in daylight.
The systems have an error while detecting an image using high pixel resolutions such as 720 x 480, 800 x 600 and 1024 x768. This situation occurs due to low capability of the system in processing the image at high resolutions. Threshold value and resolutions is a controlling parameter which is involves in this project to determine the edge quality of images produced.
